
The Primary Purpose

Our primary purpose as Kingdom sons is  not to bring the lost into the Kingdom. It’s  not to preach the
Gospel of the Kingdom worldwide. It’s not even to expand the Kingdom so it fills the whole Earth.

Our primary purpose is to operate as sons in partnership with our King so that Father’s plans to restore
everything he created back to what he originally intended – i.e. His intimate, loving relationship with all
of his creation.

Obviously we’ve had our own ideas about what we’re supposed to do and we’ve ignored what he wanted.
No wonder he told me in a vision that our defiance is holding him up.1 We defy him whenever we do what
we want instead of what he (The Sovereign Lord) wants.

Here’s what Mike Parsons has been shown about our primary purpose:2

“I have engaged with the knowledge of the Father’s heart in intimacy and know that  the primary
purpose of all the legislation we do as sons is the restoration of all things. Sometimes we can be so
focused, so caught up with the day-to-day individual things we are doing within our destiny, that we
can  miss  the  bigger  picture  of  why  we  are  doing  it.  We  must  always  remember  that  everything
functions like fractal images and we are a fractal part of a bigger picture.

As sons, we do need to look after and legislate our part as heirs within creation but let’s make sure
that we do not miss the key reason why we are doing it in the first place. What we are looking to
accomplish when we are seated in heavenly places, both for our lives and also in a wider context, is
the outworking of the Father’s original desire and intention. So the context of all legislation really
should be seen through the restoration of all things agenda, to restore all things created by Him back
to His original intention: the wonderful, intimate relationship of the Creator with His creation.”

Our primary purpose has to become his primary purpose, otherwise we hold up   T  he   R  estoration of    A  ll  
T  hings and the end of time as we know it  .

How do we work with Father’s plan?

Since The Fall,  creation has been in chaos and bondage,  and we’ve been functioning outside of our
identity as sons, because we lost it. Now that our identity, position and authority as sons has been restored
to us, we are able to free creation and bring it into full restoration.  If we   don’t live and operate in our  
restored   state  , then creation w  on’  t be   able to be   restored  . That’s why the enemy’s deception has been to
keep our genuine identity hidden from believers.

As sons, we need to know what sphere we are coheirs of (i.e. our kingdom) so we can rule over the full
extent of what is our responsibility. We can then establish the Kingdom there, and along with every other
fully functioning son, we can restore the blessing of our sonship to all of creation.

We are called to be participators in the restoration process, not just bystanders and observers. As we
mature in our sonship and function how Adam was intended to function,  we will  see things  happen
beyond our wildest dreams. 

We were created to live in union and symbiosis3 with all of creation. That relationship has been destroyed
by  greed  and  exploitation,  so  it  needs  to  be  restored  as  well.  This  will  see  economic  GDP (Gross
Domestic  Product)  replaced  by  an  economy  of  wellbeing  around  the  world.  There  won’t  be  any
competition in this Kingdom economy because it will be based on the covenant, “What’s mine is yours
and what’s yours is mine”. You’ll remember from Acts that this is exactly how the first believers lived in

1 – canberraforerunners.org/wp-admin/upload.php?item=5424 
2 – Mike Parsons (2021) “The Restoration of all Things – My continuing journey beyond beyond”    p:90  [Kindle edition p:51]
3 – A close relationship where all parties benefit as they live together.      en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Symbiosis 
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community together.4

The restoration of family is a component of the Restoration of All Things. With this, we’ll see the removal
of all divisions, separations and nationalism which alienate us, and replaced with the family of humanity
(mankind) mentality. Inequality and injustice will  be eliminated because these don’t exist  in Heaven.
We’ll all be reconciled with each other and with Father. He won’t need reconciling with us, only us with
him, because we separated from him in our minds when we weren’t actually separated from him.

Our restoration will uncover for us the reality that  we are spirit beings first and natural beings second.
This  will  see us become whole again because our body,  soul,  mind and spirit  will  be in the correct
relationship with each other. That will be how Adam was created, with the right relationship between each
component of his being, so we’ll return to our original functionality.

How exciting!
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4 – Acts 2:44; 4:32
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